Dave Wakeling - Musician
Dave Wakeling recently toured the UK with his band The English Beat. Back in the late
70’s and 80’s The Beat had several big records in the charts including the smash hit
single “Mirror In The Bathroom”. As a multiracial band much of their repertoire reflected
the tension of the times, singing about unity,
unemployment and politics.
One single in particular, “Stand Down
Margaret”, became a focus for dissent against
the Thatcher government.
Although the six-piece joined the likes of The
Specials and Madness in the early 80s Two Tone
movement, differing decisions on how to move
forward saw them eventually split. Dave
established a new band in the USA with fellow
singer Ranking Roger while guitarist Andy Cox
and bass player David Steele remained in the
UK, forming Fine Young Cannibals.
Dave told the Birmingham Post: “I just like to
walk around the city when I come home. I
remember growing up in Harbury Road and we
were right at the back of the cricket ground.
We used to sneak into games and managed to see
three international games for free. I dream of
that street a lot. It is now a really happy place
for me. I was never very keen on the
weather… but there is something about
Birmingham. I like that gallows sense
of humour, and a lot of my song-writing
came out of that lovely raised eyebrow
of Birmingham irony.”
Talking to Uncut magazine Dave
recalled the night that led to the first
recording of “Mirror In The Bathroom”.
The band were booked to play at Aston
University as support to Radio One DJ
John Peel. The band played their 45
minute set after which Peel announced
that he loved their music and would
swap his £300 fee for their £100 fee if
they played their set again! “We did and we took him out for a balti on the Ladypool
Road in Balsall Heath. We were dead chuffed and he offered us a radio session, which
is where we first recorded “Mirror In The Bathroom”
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